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Semantic transparency of “Verb +Noun” compounds is a core topic of this article,
we made a systematic exposition for its theoretical basis, theoretical meaning,
theoretical framework, calculation methods and other factors. The concept of
semantic transparency of compounds comes from western psychology, it is generally
called semantic transparency, refers to the difficulty level of inquiring into the sense
of a word from morpheme meaning. From word motivation, lexical semantic relations
to semantic transparency of compounds, it reflects mutual contacting lasted context
but not the same research themes and theoretical connotations. Linguistics did not
give full attention to this issue because of the influence of related research topics.
Simple definition which throughouts different fields concealed its rich content,
hindered further research.
Within the scope of lexical semantics, its definition became clear, its theoretical
value is manifested. In the modern theory of lexical semantics, theory of glosseme
structure, qualitative theory of glosseme, pragmatic theory of glosseme and theory of
glosseme change are four important theory about glosseme. Within this theoretical
framework, semantic transparency of compounds is the theory about semantic unit
meaning of morpheme, sememe, component of sememe and semantic lations. It is in
the light of theory of glosseme structure, it takes the related content of qualitative
theory of glosseme (systematicness of glosseme) as the main research areas, it takes
the related content of pragmatic theory of glosseme (glosseme Combination
research),it takes the theory of glosseme change as research perspective. It is
important to the research of microstructure of glosseme, systematicness of glosseme,
glosseme combination and glosseme change. Object of study in the thesis is “Verb
+Noun” compounds, the thesis focuses on four important points: Investigating the
main content of semantic transparency of compounds, constructing theoretical
framework of semantic transparency of compounds, exploring multiple research














and application of Semantic transparency of compounds.
Chapter one discusses the background of topic selection, research significance,
research objectives, research status, research materials, research methods and
research ideas and define the research topic.
Chapter two takes "glosseme ingredients" as the core content to construct the
theory of semantic transparency of “Verb +Noun” compounds, discusses the meaning,
characteristics, type, level, extraction and importance of grades of
component of sememe. Then we applied this theory to conclude the semantic
transparency of gerund compounding words. And we found it divide into marked and
unmarked sememe element, respectively, 19 and 24 types of sememe element.
Finally, we assign semantic parameters and presented the formula for calculating
semantic parameters. Use this formula, we calculate the gerund semantic transparency
of 4760 gerund compounding words.
Chapter three shows the computing method and parameters of semantic
transparency of “Verb +Noun” compounds. Parameters can be summarized as two
parts: semantic parameter and grammar parameter. Grammar parameter can be
assigned and calculated into three parts：type of words，function of grammar and type
of structures. Based on these parameters, a formula was given in this chapter and by
which we can calculate the value of “Verb +Noun” Compounds’ grammar parameters.
We also gave a formula for calculating semantic transparency of “Verb
+Noun“Compounds and got 4760 words’ parameters’ value of semantic transparency
of “Verb +Noun” compounds and analyzed their ranks and their quantitative
distribution. Based on these statistics, we analyzed the influence factor of semantic
transparency of “Verb +Noun” compounds.
Chapter four analyzed the relationship between semantic distance and semantic
transparency of “Verb +Noun” compounds by TMC. Semantic distance can be shown
inpositional relationship between central morpheme‘s meaning classification and it’s
whole word meaning classification. By semantic distance we divided semantic
transparency of compounds into several ranks, and we found a negative correlation













Vwhen semantic distance is getting longer, the semantic transparency of compounds
will getting lower and vice versa. We can testify this conclusion by using the formula
gave in Chapter three.
Chapter five mainly focuses on the features of semantic transparency which
exist in dictionary and actual corpus. By comparing two different versions of Modern
Chinese Dictionary, we found that semantic transparency has the characteristic of both
changeability and unchangeabilty, which mainly embodied as unchangeabilty. The
changeability of semantic transparency is represented by two forms, increase or
decrease. This changeability is due to the sememe element variations, especially the
unmarked sememe element variations. Through the research on actual corpus, we
found there are explicit and implicit variations in semantic transparency. Finally, we
take a conclusion that revelation of study of semantic transparency on lexicography
from adynamic perspective.
In the last chapter, the main points and deficiencies are summarized and deeper
disquisition in the future is prospected.
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